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Well... Not a whole lot has changed since this spring. I know for many of you, this has been
the most unsettling time in our history. I just hope all of you are hanging in there and doing
the best you can.
Our Club will be hosting our Annual WC/AWC on August 2, 2020. Please see page 8 for the
entry form and all of the details. I know many of you have been training hard. It would be
really awesome if some members would plan to attend and help put on the event.
It is with great sorrow, that our Show Committee held a recent meeting and voted to cancel
our Specialty for this year. With the obstacles of Covid-19 procedures and several of our
key Show Committee members with serious health issues the last few months, it just proved
to be too much.
With two of our three major events canceled this year, I have seriously pondered the future
of this Club. We have spent the last few years coasting along, hosting the events that are
important to us. Times have changed dramatically for us as a Club. Our core membership
is older and we have an even smaller group of core people who organize and put on our
events. The problems we face were never more apparent than trying to organize our
current Specialty under stressful circumstances. I am asking each and every one of you
members to consider your role as a member of the LRCGD. Personally, I cannot even begin
to describe the love and pride I have for our Club. The few events we do put on are very
important to me. I expect them to be put on holding to our highest standards. It is my fervent wish that ALL of you feel the same way. Going forward, let us hope that next year is a
better year for everyone. Please consider, that the LRCGD is YOUR Club and as a member,
you must volunteer to help us put on our quality events!!! If any of you have concerns or
ideas about our Club’s direction, do not hesitate to reach out to me or a Board Member.
~ Lee
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Tenative Schedule of Events
May
Puppy Introduction to Field Training
at Carol & Gary Brady’s Home?
June
July
August 2
LRCGD WC / AWC

September 26 & 27
LRCGD 35th Annual & 20th Brown Bag Specialties
Canceled
October
November
December
LRCGD Club Christmas Party & Awards?

Kendall Herr - Thoughts from a Labrador Breeder - Mentor (2020)
The following article was taken from the FaceBook Labrador Mentors Group...
I tend to be an outcrosser. I look for individuals that compliment each other - where they may be strong where the other is weak. A dog I
find attractive with all of the criteria I am looking for is what I want to breed - I’m not that concerned about the pedigree. If you are considering line-breeding or in-breeding you need to be doubling on dogs you personally know (not just famous names on a pedigree) and have
seen and know their temperament. You should be also sure when you are line- breeding that you are line-breeding on only outstanding
representatives of the breed.
Type - A dog that looks like no other breed.
A kind, sweet expression, the unique stuffed animal look obtained by the double coat with a thick undercoat that fills in and rounds out
any angular look. A good spring of rib, never slab sided, a deep body and short loin. Good bone that runs right down through the foot with
equal bone front and rear. Never light boned or weedy. A pronounced sternum, well filled in brisket, front legs set well under the body,
wide thighs and well turned stifles. Enough neck to balance the dog blending gradually into a level toppline with the otter tail coming right
off the back. A sturdy dog, balanced throughout.
The key factors that make a Labrador type or unique from any other breed are head, coat and tail.

Many

This head, coat, and tail must be hung on a proper frame or structure, which creates the outline of
mysterious
the dog. The outline determines the entire look of the dog and is essential to breed type. Angulation
lameness problems
has a great influence on the outline, making the balance and shape correct. Not only do angles
make the picture right, but they are essential for proper function. A well angulated rear is needed
are caused by lack of
for leverage to drive the dog. This requires good length of upper and lower thigh. The longer the
angulation that creates
bones, the more space there is for muscle attachment. The heavy muscling gives the desired
chunky, strong look to the hindquarters. As the rear pushes the dog, most of his weight is supported pounding stress on the
on the front end assembly. Ideally, a Labrador should have a well angulated scapula and humerus.
joints.
They work as shock absorbers for the joints and front leg that hangs off the end of the humerus to
cushion impact on the joints. Many mysterious lameness problems are caused by lack of angulation that
creates pounding stress on the joints.
The humerus and scapula should be equal in length. When they are of equal length and proper angle, the back of the front leg will drop
them under them with placing the front leg well under the body. A short, straight humerus causes the front leg to come off the front of the
body. This creates an atypical Foxhound or Terrier type outline. Having a short, straight scapula will give the appearance of a short neck
from the head to the back, and a long underline from the throat to the body.
There are many degrees and variations on bone structure; and this is, of course, and oversimplification of the not-so-simple subject of
structure. The angles and the outline they create are as essential as head, coat, and tail when creating the ideal Labrador and in the end
are the determining factors when separating the men from the boys.
How should a Labrador move? Not Lame. :)
The Labrador should move effortlessly and in one piece on the side vew. When tracking, the legs should move in to the center of gravity.
The Labrador is primarily a swimming breed, not a moving breed. They have a strong workmanlike movement rather than that of a pointer
or setter. When hunting, they are basically walking at the same speed as the hunter. This isn’t a speed dog. They should be moved at a
slow gait - they shouldn’t “fly” around.
Often, rolling is mistaken for poor movement. Some Labradors have a very loose hide that will roll when they move. This is an asset for
a swimming breed. When shaking water off, the loose hide will go in many different directions, helping to shed water more efficiently.
Precision show ring tracking, though desireable, does not always correlate with athletic ability in the field.
Head and teeth aren’t as important to me as the “big picture”- balance, angles, & type…
I love a beautiful head but a good dog with a poor head will beat a poor dog with a beautiful head. Bites and missing teeth aren’t a deal
breaker for me. Things that hamper function are more important.
My top 10 keys to being successful as a lab breeder- I couldn’t think of a better way to start discussions then with this graphic:
Continued on page 4

------------------------

When judging you have to work with what is in front of you. You can’t go in with any “must haves” or things you dislike as what you have
in mind may not be in your ring. You have to sort out the entry you get. I particularly look for the big picture as no dog is perfect. I like
overall balance and strong angles.
It is a mystery what makes a dog a great sire. It only happens once in awhile with no rhyme or reason.
How did I get Receiver? I asked :) He was a top producer and show dog in the UK before he came to the US. Rever was one of those
special dogs who improved any bitch he was bred to. He greatly improved the quality of dogs in America at that time.
Ruffy, though a lovely dog, didn’t get used much as the PRA hysteria was going on at that time - for the newcomers, that is a long story.
Arnold had the same magic producing qualities as Rever though he produced a different style. Both produced many sound, great working,
outstanding Labradors with great temperaments.
A very high quality bitch is as important as the high quality stud dog you breed to. It takes two. I personally prefer a large, doggy bitch, as
a brood bitch. I feel a good sized bitch is needed to be a good producer.
Of course, this means the bitch should have as close to perfect structure as you can get, outstanding temperament, and good breed type.
All of the important things you look for when searching for in a stud dog - the bitch should be of equal quality.
Things have really changed since all of the DNA Tests. On one hand, they make it possible to use carriers with clears and have no consequences in the puppies and maybe luck out with your keeper being a clear. A problem may be just keeping the clear puppy from a litter
over the better puppy that may still be a carrier. If this is done frequently the breed will go downhill fast. The DNA tests are just another tool
to use and we should always be breeding outstanding individuals. There is no point in breeding a mediocre dog just because it is clear.
This is my favorite go to image to help teach fronts. Although this is a Basset Hound, it has a proper drawing of the scapula and
humerus bones. The front angulation shown in Bassets is the same
as in a Labrador. It also clearly shows the sternum which is an
extension of the rib cage and has nothing to do with the front end
angulation. A Labrador should have a well pronounced sternum.
A Labrador should have a 50/50 shoulder...from the withers to the
point of the shoulder (A --> B) should be equal length as from the
point of the shoulder to the elbow (B--> C). When these bones are
of the proper equal length, the point of the elbow will be under the
withers (A & C). This puppy is stacked with her leg a little forward,
but if it were back where it should be, the back of the leg would
follow the purple line to the ground.
The point of the shoulder can often be confused with the sternum
or keel that is the very front of the dog. It has nothing to do with
shoulder angulation but is the extension of the ribcage. It can give
an illusion of a well angled upper arm but you need to look for the
front legs to be set back under the withers.

------------------

A dog with a proper shoulder layback will have a neck withA equal
length from under the jaw to the body (C --> D) and from the back of
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and can give the illusion of a good front when it may not be.
-----------------------A dog with a proper shoulder layback will have a neck with equal length from under the jaw to the
body (C --> D) and from the back of the skull to the body (A --> B).

The topline should not be tabletop streight.If you look at a spine it is not made that way and has various
articulation to help in flexability. Quentin La Ham gave an amazing seminar. Sad he isnt around now.

It is hard to reach the ideal but you need to understand so you can always work to improve as you should do with all parts of the dog. The
rear should have matching good angles - well turned stifle, thick thighs, and sharp hocks.
All of the angles are in different degrees and combinations in each dog, but you need to keep working to produce the ideal.
Currently, the lack of upper arm angulation seems to be a huge problem in our breed and all breeds. The front leg should not come off
the front of the dog….it is crucial to be back under the withers.
Straight front and rears may be balanced to some but it is not correct. A dog with just a good front or just a good rear is better to work with
than one that is incorrect at both ends. It is easier to fix half than the whole.
It is hard to correct in one generation as there are so many parts to get right, angle of the scapula , angle of the upper arm and length
of the bones. You can get the scapula correct and not get the upper arm right. There’s also long or short scapulas that make shoulders
wide at the withers.
Shoulders and front in general are things you can can see from a good picture or from across the ring. When the shoulder is well laid back
the neck will look long and when the shoulder angle is straight the neck will look short and throat line will look long.
When the humorous (upper arm) is short and straight the leg will come off the front of the body rather than back under the withers where
it should be, it makes the underline look long.
A well made front should contribute to make a free easy mover but a bad upper arm can still give the illusion of moving well as it is only
attached with muscle. Though the movement looks correct and can have reach, if you look closely it is moving out to the side and then
front instead of easily swinging when the front when made correctly.
I think what we see mostly in the ring these days is good type without good structure. You see nice heads, coat, tails, and bone but lacking
angles and leg to body balance. A good labrador needs to have type but it should be hung on a proper frame.
To maintain consistency in lines - always choose similar individuals and know what your vision of the endgame is.
The standard was rewritten in 1994 much to the dissatisfaction of the show enthusiasts. It is negative, wordy, contradicting and very
unclear to get a picture of what a Labrador Retriever should be. It is no wonder many new breeders as well as all around judges are
confused. It should be redone.
The disqualifications are so distracting to new judges and most are things that you would never see in the ring. The old standard was
mostly fine.
I usually make a first cut with puppies at 8 weeks. I look at them on the table and on the ground. The next cut is around 12 weeks. I just
keep growing them out until they wash out. It is really hard to make a good decision at 8 weeks. My puppies don’t leave until at least 12
weeks old.
I mainly look at structure in puppies and youngsters - not size or bloominess. Cuteness doesn’t count as just being cute doesn’t make it
in the end.
It is important to feed them well and enough so they reach their full potential for size. I free feed puppies quality food from weaning until
about 8 months to a year old.
If the parents are good sized, the puppies should be also.
On Coat....
When a Labrador is in coat, they will have an insulating undercoat and a hard waterproof topcoat. The top coat tightly wraps the body.
The coat gives the tail the look of an otter tail - thick at the base and tapering. The wrapped coat will form a tight seam on the underside
of the tail. This tail is unique to our breed.
They will only be in great coat for about 4 months of the year - the rest of the time they are blowing coat or growing it back.
No, I don’t think you can tell (as puppies). Sometimes summer puppies have a real slick coat which isn’t indicative of what they will have
as an adult. Sometimes, big puppy coats fall out and never come back.

I think blacks may have a higher percentage of proper coat. Many yellows have a soft and cottony coat but some yellows have very good
coats. I am not familiar with chocolate coats.
I keep the top of the litter at 12 weeks old based on structure. There is no special time limit. They can wash out at different ages or different
reasons. Usually by 6 months I can sort the litter out well - some stay longer and get sorted out later. The puppies usually keep getting
better with age, if they don’t, they go. I don’t think there is any difference in how dogs or bitches grow. They just have to keep looking good
based on structure and movement to stay. I will wait on bloom. I wouldn’t keep anything that would have to do a 180 to blow my socks off
later. I hang on to them when I like them.
I look for outline, angles and balance first. If I’m lucky, that dog will also have a pretty head.
Some

young dogs curl their tail high when excited or very happy. A happy tail on an otherwise good dog is just a
failing - not a major fault - while it may ruin the picture running around the show ring, it won’t interfere
with function. Getting the rest of the dog right is more important to work on.

I love a
beautiful head but a
good dog with a poor
head will beat a poor
dog with a beautiful
head.

I don’t think type has changed. When you go to a Specialty show, almost every dog there has
good breed type. It wasn’t that way years ago. There are just many different styles within the
breed type.
Angles are hard to understand but when it all finally sinks in, it is easy to see from across the
ring without even touching them. Coat and muscle can make it not quite as easy to see as in the
puppies I used in my examples, but the neck and placement of the front leg (back under the body
under the withers) will tell you a lot. Angles are in degrees - most are not perfect but as a breeder
you must work to get as close to perfect as you can possibly get.

Y o u
need to learn the proper frame as it is important to the function of the dog. The TYPE (coat, head, & tail),
is hung on
the frame and makes it look like a true Labrador. As all the parts should be correct you cannot “part judge” when
looking at a dog but you need to look at the big picture and how the pieces and parts work and move together.
You would just combine the best two dogs you can to produce the best bitch or dog. I don’t think certain combinations produce better dogs
or bitches. Each litter from the same sire and dam can have different results.
When you have a litter, you keep the best puppy in the litter, whether it be a dog or a bitch.
Some dogs may tend to produce better bitches than males, but this is not known until years down the road. So in the moment you can’t
breed for a specific sex.
I only breed a litter with the idea of keeping the best puppy(ies). I tend to prefer males. I always run on the best males to see how they
turn out. They wash out at different ages for different reasons. If I’m lucky, I’ll have one left to keep and show.
Labrador Retriever Sits Atop Registration Rankings - Again; Pembroke Welsh Corgi Makes Top 10 Debut
In the least surprising story of this most surprising year, the AKC has announced that the Labrador Retriever is again tops in
AKC individual-dog registrations. Labs topped all breeds in 2019, the 29th consecutive year of the trusty retriever’s long sit in the
number one spot. Rounding out the top 10 for 2019 are the German Shepherd Dog, Golden Retriever, French Bulldog,
Poodle, Beagle, Rottweiler, German Shorthaired Pointer, and, making its first appearance in the top 10, the Pembroke
Welsh Corgi. The Yorkshire Terrier, a perennial top-10 breed, drops to number 11. The French Bulldog retains its hold on
the hearts of American city dwellers. The compact, sociable Frenchie reigns supreme in Los Angeles, Miami, New York,
Philadelphia, and San Francisco, among other cities. Breeds making impressive leaps in the rankings during 2019 include
the Siberian Husky (22 to 15), Australian Shepherd (28 to 13), Bernese Mountain Dog (39 to 23), and Havanese (32 to
22). The Miniature American Shepherd, admitted to the Herding Group in 2015, continued its rapid rise in popularity,
climbing to 29 in the rankings.

LRCGD WC/AWC TEST & POTLUCK DESSERT PICNIC
SUNDAY, AUGUST 2, 2020 at Scott Kling’s in Elizabeth, CO*

WC/AWC Tests will begin promptly at 9:00am
All Labradors and their owners are cordially invited to attend. Invite your friends and puppy people to join us!
Please bring a potluck dessert to share - no alcohol, please. Remember to bring your own lunch,
shade and water for you and your dog, a crate, whistle, leash, flat buckle collar, hat, sunscreen, bug spray and no white clothing.
COST: $30 PER DOG
DATE: SUNDAY, AUGUST 2, 2020
TIME: 9:00AM
BIRDS: DUCKS
Chairperson: Carol Brady, 303-902-1107 or cbrady@k-9products.com
JUDGES: Brad Hjelm and Earl Bradshaw
Equipment: Terri Saurber and Rosann Poltrone-Pease
Secretary: Carol Brady, 303-902-1107 or cbrady@k-9products.com
PRE-ENTRIES ONLY - ENTRIES CLOSE WEDNESDAY, JULY 29, 2020 @ 6pm.
Bitches in season will run last. Any dog failing the land test will not run the water test. Any dog failing the AWC land test who does not have a
WC title may enter the WC test for an additional entry fee.
WC TEST - Land Series - Single retrieve of about 50 yards. Water - back-to-back singles using dead ducks. Dog is not required to be steady,
nor deliver to hand.
AWC TEST - Double on land not more than 100 yards. Back-to-back singles on water using dead ducks. Dog must be steady and deliver to hand.
A controlled break is permitted.
*DIRECTIONS: Scott Kling’s Property: 8450 SE Cherry Creek Rd., Franktown, CO 80116. From the intersection of Highway 86/83 go south about
12 miles to Lucas Ave (one street after Russellville, look for the white farmhouse on the west side and black mailboxes on Lucas Ave). Turn left
(east) on Lucas until the stop sign. Turn left and go about ½ mile to Scott’s driveway. It is on the right side.
Please, remember, this is private property, ABSOLUTELY NO SMOKING! Please show your respect for our private landowner’s
hospitality! Please keep your trash picked up and clean up after your dog!
MAIL ENTRIES TO: Carol Brady at 1100 South Quail Run Road, Watkins, CO 80137 or cbrady@k-9products.com.com
I submit $__________ for entry fees. Entry for: (circle one) WC

AWC

AKC Name of Dog: ____________________________________________________________________________AKC Number: ___________________
( )Male

( ) Female

Date of Birth: ____________________________

Sire: _________________________________________________________Dam:_________________________________________________________
Name of Actual Owner: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________Phone: _________________________________
City: __________________________________State: ____________________Zip: __________________________
Name of Handler: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I certify that I am the actual owner of this dog, or that I am the duly authorized agent of the actual owner, whose name is entered above. I agree to abide by
all rules of the LRC, inc., governing this test and any decisions made in accord with them. I further agree that the dog is entered in and will be at this test
at my own risk and I will hold the club, its members and agents and landowners free from liability for any claims arising out of the entry of the dog or it’s
presence at the test.
Signature of Owner or Agent: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address of Agent: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(If Agent signs for the owner)

Blue-Green Algae and Dogs: Symptoms and Prevention
By Miranda Carney, May 26, 2020
Key Points
•

Blue-green algae are toxic and deadly when consumed in high concentrations

•

Dogs are more vulnerable to blue-green algae poisoning because of their likelihood to play

•

This bacteria is often found in non- flowing freshwater during hot seasons

•

Rinse your dog off immediately with clean water if he comes in contact with blue-green algae. Call your veterinarian immediately.

Signs/Symptoms Your Dog May Have Ingested Blue-Green Algae:
•

Symptoms, which usually arise anywhere from 15 minutes to several days after exposure may include:

•

Diarrhea or vomiting3 Foods Dogs Shouldn't Eat

•

Drooling

What's missing in most dog food? Get this top US vet's dog food topper to help longevity. NutraThrive

Neurologic signs such as:
•

Weakness

•

Disorientation/confusion
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•

Blue-Green Algae and Dogs: Symptoms and Prevention
Collapse/unconsciousness

•

Seizures

•

Breathing difficulties

By Miranda Carney
May 26, 2020 | 3 Minutes

If any of these signs occur, contact your vet immediately. If caught early enough, your vet may be able to flush out the toxins before
your dog becomes completely affected. Last summer, the news shocked dog owners across social media: three dogs died after playing
Key Points
in a pond in Wilmington, North Carolina, while another died after a swim in Lake Allatoona, Georgia, and three different dogs died
after playing in a lake in Austin, Texas. What led to the deaths of all seven dogs? Likely, liver failure was brought on by ingesting water
Blue-green algae are toxic and deadly when consumed in high concentrations
contaminated with toxic blue-green algae.
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Excerpts from Lorna, Countess Howes’ article on Preseve It, Or The Breed Is Lost
I think there can be no breed of dog in which it is more important to adhere to true type than in the Labrador Retriever.
We do not want a dog of Greyhound type, but a dog that can stand up to a hard day’s work on land or in water - what
one might term a heavyweight quality hunter type. By a heavyweight, I do not mean a dog that is clumsy or cloddy - but
a strong, powerful, medium-sized dog, deep through the heart with a short back, strong and
powerful
hindquarters, with good reach of neck and clean shoulders, but not too narrow in the
chest.”
“The dog should have plenty of bone and stand four square on good legs and feet with
good hocks, He should be a sound, active and true mover. The head, expression, coat
and tail are all most important features of the breed.”

“Once the true
type is lost, it will
‘As to the head, anyone who has seen a good Labrador head will not easily fornot be easily
get the kind, intelligent eyes with faithful expression. The ears should be nicely
regained, so
placed and skull wide. A wide skull does not mean a cheeky, fleshy face.”
breeders, if you really
“The whole bearing of a true Labrador is one of a dog of great dignity comlove the breed, remember
bined with a gentle, sensitive nature. The Labrador is a charming companion,
to keep the features of the
very docile and gentle with children and not quarrelsome with other dogs.”
breed paramount in your
“Temperament is most essential, for a dog of even temperament is so much
mind. These are the dense
more easy to train and so much more delightful to handle. What I am really
trying to impress on all who read .this and who love the breed, is to stick to
coat, the otter tail, the
the type which has proved the Labrador to be the finest gun dog and worker
compact body, powerful
one could wish to see and a breed which can hold its own in the show ring as
quarters, nice neck, broad
well as in the field. I do earnestly beg them to keep to this type and not try and
breed some super speed machine and lose the true Labrador.”
skull, and that wise,
“Once the true type is lost, it will not be easily regained, so breeders, if you
intelligent expression.
really love the breed, remember to keep the features of the breed paramount in
If you do not at first
your mind. These are the dense coat, the otter tail, the compact body, powerful
succeed . . . well, try
quarters, nice neck, broad skull, and that wise, intelligent expression. If you do not
again!”
at first succeed . . . well, try again!”

